SUPPLY TO SPECIFIC ZONE

CONTROL CABINET TO BE SIZED TO SUIT VALVE STATION. PROVIDE STEEL TUB WITH LEXAN GLASS DOOR PANEL

1"\(\phi(25\text{mm}\phi)\) INSPECTOR TEST GLOBE VALVE

1 1/4"\(\phi(32\text{mm}\phi)\) DRAIN PIPING GALV.

1 1/4"\(\phi(32\text{mm}\phi)\) DRAIN GLOBE VALVE SIGHT GLASS

ULC LABELLED FLOW SWITCH WIRE TO ANNUNCIATOR PANEL

DRAIN LINE GALV. PIPE

1 1/4"\(\phi(32\text{mm}\phi)\) DRAIN RISER

ULC LABELLED VALVE-SUPERVISED SWITCH WIRE TO ANNUNCIATOR PANEL

ULC LABELLED SUPERVISED VALVE MIN. 3"\(\phi(75\text{mm}\phi)\) PROVIDE REDUCING COMPANION FLANGE WHERE PIPE SIZE IS SMALLER THAN 3"\(\phi(75\text{mm}\phi)\)

FINISH FLOOR

SPRINKLER RISER

SPRINKLER CONTROL CABINET DETAIL

N.T.S.